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CHAPTER III

IIIIRI)-I)I(,REI: P.Rtoj1c GRADUATION FORMU is ILtv-
IN(; Sr'roo'i'ij \Vi;iuii'r I)IA(;R.,tIIs. Su MMATION FOR-
MU LAS.

'l'he actuaries have attacked the problem of ob-
taining sets of weights which lend themselves to
easy computation and which, when fitted to second
(or third) degree parabolas, vil1 fall exactly on
those parabolas but WhiCh, when fitted to irregular,
non-mathematical data, will give smoother results
than can he obtained from the weights which give
the mid ordinate of a second-degree parabola fitted
by the method of least squares.' A number of spe-
cializeci formulas, each of which was designed to
be applied to a specified number of terms of the
data, have been developed by different investi-
gators. Spencer's 2 i-term formula may be used as
an illustration. The weights in that formula are

Sec Robert Henderson and H. N. Sheppard, Graduation of Mor-
talty an,! Other Tables, the hies of the Journal of the institute of
Actuaries, and the ]'ransaet ions of The Actuarial Society of America,
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Such a set of 'cights i VtS excel lent results
which are (1uite easy to compute. If the data were
a monthly time Series. the cOTfljMlter would first
take a 7-months weighted moving total of the data
with the following simple set of weights - 1, o,

+ 1 +2 + I O - I lie then would take a

months moving total of a c-months moving total
of a 7-months moving total of the results. The
final figures would then each be divided by 3ço.'

Such a formula as Spencer's 2 1-term formula
tends to give a smooth gra(Iuarion because tile

Note that ço >( 7 X c >< ç. If superlative smoothness is
not insisted upon, it is easy to discover a set of averages which will
give a weight diagrani such that when applied to a second (or third'
degree parabola the results vil 1 f:il I on that parabola. Ihe Procedure
may he illustrated from penccr's 2! -term forniul a al)ove. Having
picked the original set of weights, i, o, 4-i, -f-2, 4- i, o, - i * on
the basis of general judgment, the investigator calculates where a
curve based upon such a set of weights would come if fitted to the
second-degree parabola v = x2. \Iuiltiplving the above set of weights
by +9. +4. + I, 0, -4-i, +4. +9 he gets a total of - iô which
divided fry the total of the weights gives a figure of 8. In other
words, this fitted curve will fall 8 units uiLci1e the parabola
v = x2. Flowever, a simple 7-months moving average of the same
1)aribolic data will fall 4 units znol, the parabola and a simple ç-
nionths moving average 2 units in.tule the parabola. If, after taking
the original average, lie continues by taking a 7-months moving
average of the results and two c-months moving a vt-rages, lie raises
the results (if the first fitting b- -+4' +2, -4-2, or +8, bringing the
fitted curve back on the parabola. A simimpie untying average of

(n1 1)
conSccUtIve terms clout-s

12
(' the parabola A + Bx

+ Cx2.
A 2 I -term formula, uvhiili is (mitch a (lesirahi e substitute for

Spence r's, may be app] ied as follows Take a 9-months weighted
moving total of the data with the following simple set of weights
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\reigl1v diagram is itself a smooth curve. Recogni-
tion of the fact that the smoothness of the result-
ing gra(IUatiOfl depends directly on the smoothness
of the weight diagram led Robert Henderson to
PFOI)OSC a solution of the problem of obtaining a
general expression for the smoothest possible
weight diagrams which, when fitted to second (or
third) degree parabolas. would fall exactly on
those parabolas. Assuming that lack of smoothness
could be measured by calculating the sum of the
squares of the third differences of the weights in
the weight diagram, lie developed a general for-
mula which would make the sum of the squares of
these third differences a minimum for any number

I, 0. -4- i, -f- I, -f-i, -4- 1, -4- i, o, 1. Take a 3-months mov-
ing total of a c-months moving total of a 7-months moving total

of the results. Divide each of the final figures by 315.
The graduation resulting from the use of the above formula will

tend to he a shade smoother than that resulting from the use of
Spencer's 2 i-term formula. It will tend to fit cyclical data more
adequately (it falls 4 ozLtstde the parabola v = x). It is a shade
simpler to compute.

Another 21 -term ioriiiuia which may be substituted for Spencer -S
is the following Take a 9-months moving total of the data with the

same weights as before, namely 1, o, + i, -f- I, -f-i, 4-i, 4_i,
1. Take a 3-months moving total of a 4-months moving total

of au 8-months moving total of the results. I)ivide each of the flush
figures h) 288. This formula is almost exactly parabolic ( % outside

v x2). it gives a weight diagram distincti v smoother than Spen-
cer's 21 -term forniul a. It fits short period sine curves soilTiewhat less

adequately than Spencer's formula. This is because it contains an
8-months nioving average while Spencer's formula contains no aver-

age longer than 7. Like the preceding formula, it is a shade less
laborious to apply than Spencer's 21-term formula.
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of terms desire(L1 If the niiniber of tei'fl; desircd
in a formula be represented by 2111 3, Robert
Henderson shows that the general expression for
the xth term is
3151(n]_j2X {nx {(m+i )2_x (3i11--!_llx22

Sni (rn-t) (4ni (4oh-9) (4m-2ç)

To derive a set of i veights from the ll)OVC
general formula, q is suhstitutc(1 for the letter rn
and the values of the above expression are caicti-
lated for each value of x from 7 to +7. Making

1 '11w successjv orders of "differenies" equal either the deviation
or a multiple of the dcvatn of a dat urn point from a p rithol a putthrough as many ConseCutive data points as J)OSSiblC, excluding theparticular datum point whose deviation is owasured.

The successive differences are the actual deviations of a datumpoint from parabolas put through as many Consecutive data pointsas possible which imnuediatelv pieceJ' the datumis pmnt under dis-
CUSSiOII. Thus, the rith difference is the deviation of a datum pointfrom an (n i) th degree parabola. For example, if the ordinates offive SUCCCSSjVC data points be 7, 17, 43, 9!, 190, and if through thefirst four of these ordinates we out a third-degree I)arabola, itsequation will he v = 7 3x + 2x2 + x3. Now the fifth ordinategiven by this equation is 167. Ihe deviation of the fifth data ordi-nate from the fifth ordinate of the curve is therefore +23. But thisis the fourth difference of the fivc data or(Iinafrs.

The successive differences are iiuu/tiplec of the deviation of adatum point from a Parabola fitted to other than immediately pre-ceding data points. For example, let there be 8 consecutive datapoints. Through the first five data points and the last two datapoints put a sixth degree parabola. Then the deviation of the sixthdatum point from this parabola will equal i of the seventh dif-ference of the eight data points. Notice that the seventh difference isY1 ±7y 2!y +3çv4 35y ±2 1y5 7v72 Robert
Flendersoju and H. N. Sheppard, Gra(ji(a/j011 of !orta1itvand Oilier Tables, p. 3ç; and Transactions of 'Ihe Actuarial Societyof America, Vol. XVII, p. 43
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th necessary substitutions in the formula, we
obtain the following set of weights for a 1 ç-terni
weight diagram

+
iioi6 3641 2730 3732 2G2

193154' 193154' 193154' 193154' 193154

The total, of course, equals unity.
The reader might be interested in comparing

this "Ideal" formula with Spencer's i 5-term for-

mula.' Spencer's formula for 1 5 terms gives the
following set of weights

3
320

The sum of the squares of the third differences of
these weights is only 12 per cent greater than the
corresponding sum in Henderson's Ideal formula.

Spencer's i5-term formula is applied by taking a c-months

weighted moving total of the data with the following simple set of

weights: 3, +3 ±4' --f-3, 3. A 4-mouths moving total of a
4-months moving total of a i-months moving total of the results

are then taken. The 6nal figures are each divided by 320. The

actual computation of a Spencer I 5term graduation is given In

Appendix II of this book.
2 A 15-term strictly third-degree parabolic formula which is eveil

better than Spencer's i yterm formula may be applied as fol-

6 5 3 21 1X) 67

320' 320' 320' 320' 320' 320' 320'

6 46 21 3 ç 6

320' 320' 320' 320' 320' 320' 320'

2652 3732 2730
+ +- 193154' 193154' 193154' 193154' 193154'

28182 37422 40860
+ ++ 193154' + 193154' + 193154' I931c4' 193194'
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This is an cxtrcmclv low )uIct Iti pay for the co
pIitaTion advantages of such a s unlmation forrniilj
as Spencer's.1

Examining second-degree parabolic s1ii11fl1atjoi
formulas and Henderson's Ideal formulas in thelight of the four reasons already given for riot
using a graduation based on the mid ordnates of
second-degree pai'abolas tltte(l hv tile method of
least squares. we bud that the tirst objection still
holds. Such Parabolic SUmIflatioi formulas do not
ci imina te seasonal fluctuation except by accident
However, they may he SO coflstrtictc(l as to do so.
All that is necessary to eliminate a 2-months sea-
lows. Take :1 c-months weighted liloving total of the dat:i with thefollowing simple set of weights: io. - i , -1- to, -- i, 10.Take a 3-months muv ing total of a 4-nioriths moving total of .i6-nionths moving total ot the results. i)ivide the ina1 figures b864. The sum of the squares of the third diffei-ences iss!ightJ-Less han in Spe nec F's f rilI ul a. The sli a I ie f the WI igh t d ia g ra niis distincti (loser to a Henderson's Ideal weight diagram. Theformula is slightly less laborious to apply tliaii Spencers I c-terformula.

The sum of the squares of the third differences of :1 set ofweights which give the mid ordinate of a scmd-thgrte p:trabolafitted to 15 oi)servatiiiiis by the iiiethod of least squares is more than26 times the Corresponeji ng 511111 in lendersiiu 'S ideal furniula. How-ever, though this is bad, it is not quite as alirming as it soiirds, 'I'hesum of the squares of the third (hifferlIlces of a graduation whichhas leen applied to dat;i LIV a le;Ist squares Parabolic forniula willnot necessarily be .6 times the suiri of the s(huiares of the thirddifferences of a gradu;itj1 resulting from the uSe of the Hendersonformula ; in particular cases it may he very little greater. I nlessmany deciuua Is are carried it will sd 110111 be inure than 3 or 4 titheSas great. Smoothness of the weight diagr:ini, though iTnJ)Ortaflt, uon lv one element in
Smoothness of tile grad Uatioii.
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sonal is to have a I 2-months moving average as
part of the calculatton scheme. Hendersons Ideal
formula cannot contain a 12-months moving aver-

age in its computation scheme as it is not com-
putable by moving averages. It can therefore en-
tirely eliminate seasonal fluctuation only by acci-

dent.1
The second objection to the USC of weight dia-

grams based on the mid ordinates of second-degree
parabolas fitted by the method of least squares is

that such a method of fitting does not resu't in
the SmOOthest pOSS1I)le curves. The third objection
is based on the disadvantage of second (or third)
degree parabolic fitting to periodic functions. Cor-

responding to these two objections is a sort of com-
pound objection against the use of second-degree
parabolic summation formulas or Henderson's

Ideal formula. As parabolas are not periodic func-

tions, if more than a small number of terms are
used in a second-degree parabolic summation for-

mula, the resulting graduation of any periodic
type of data will tend to be unmistakably too low

at maximum points and too high at minimum

I If a correct number of terms be used in a Flenderson Ideal for-

mula, it will practically eliminate seasonal fluctuations. For ex-

ample, if the seasonal fluctuation he a 12.nloflths sine curve, a lien-

derson 33-term Ideal formula will eliminate 101 per cent of the

seasonal. This little i cent over_elimination is, of course, gen-

erally negligible. A 25-term Ideal formula will eliminate only 76

per cent of such a sine seasonal, while a 37.term Ideal formula will

elimnate 105 per cent of the seasonal.
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points. However. if such a small nUfllbcr of tcrrn
be used in the formula is to Overcome this dliii-
cults', we are faced with the fact that in such sd-iN
as monthly Call Money Rates the iiunther of terms
in the formula will not then l)C great enough to
attain a high degree of smoothness.

Furthermore, it is not J)OSSil)le to have a smooth
and well-Shaped pa ral)ol i c weight diagram which
contains a I 2-months moving average unless there
are at least 27 terms jil tile (liagraln. 1 '1 he second
column of the table iii Appendix lIT gives the
weights for the smoothest possible 2 S-term second-
degree Prabol Ic graduation formti 1 a wli i cli will
eliminate i 2-months seasonal fluctuations. An ex-
amination of that table and Figures 7, Ic. and i6
of Chart I will show the reader the inevitable hol-
low in the middle of the weight diagram, which
comes in all 12-months weight diagrams which
have an insufficient number of terms. The sum of
the squares of the third differences of such an
"ideal" 2 5-term, 12-months seasonal-eliminating
set of weights is almost four times as great as in

Even if such a sUnInlatIoIl foriitul;i as the kcnchiiigton 27-termformula did not undesiraj)1y (lamp-n the underlying cycles in sucha Series as Call Mon ilates, it WtJul (1 hOt be us;ille if we insistedupon riqid elimination of i 2-nionths seasomil fluctuations. If theseasonal fltjctuition be a 1 2-months sine Curve, Kenchiugton's for.mula wil I el Inunate over 90 per cent of the seasomial. Spencer's 21-term formula will eliminate less than 4 P' cemit of such a seasonal.}or Kencliington's 27-term formuhm, see note , page 29 for Spen-cer s 2 -term toemmila, see pages ci, c, ç.
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the 2 c-term Henderson Ideal set of weights (which
have iio seaoiiaI-eliminating condition)

For the investigator who wishes to use a i 2-

months seasonal-eliminating second-degree j)ara-
bolic weight diagram (instead of such a diagram
as Kcnchington's 27-term formula, which does not
entirely eliminate seasonal fluctuations) , an excel-
lent 29-term formula is the following: Take a
4-months moving total of an 8-months moving
total of the data. Subtract a 17-months moving
total of the data. Take a 2-months moving total
of a I 2-months moving total of the results. Divide
hy 360' Such a formula, it fitted to the parabola
y x', gives results falling % fnhts;(Ie the parab-
ola. The case would hardi ever occur in practice
where this extremely small amount outside the
parabola would not be an advantage rather than a
disadvantage in fitting. The weight diagram is
smooth and well shaped. The 29 weights are:

1 3 5 6 2

- 360' 360' 360' 360' 360' 360' 360'

+
21

+
27 32

+ ++ -' 360' 360' 360' 360' 360'

40 39 36 32 27 21
+

15
+

3 . '
+

3()
+ 3() 3

3()) 360'

1 This formula may also be applied as follows 'i'ae a i c-months
moving total of the data with the following siriiple weights - I, 0,
0, 0, -f--i, +1, ±1, +', +1, +1, +1, 0, 0, 0, Take a

2 of a of a 12-months moving total of the results. I)ivide by

360.
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'9 3 2 ç 6 ç 3

360' 360 360' 360' 360' 360'

11
360

However. SUCh a 29-tCFII1 paral)O1IC formula 'ill
not reach up to the maximum values of the under-
lying curve of such a series as monthly Call Money
Rates, or dowti to the minimum values. Better re-
sults can often be ol)taincd if we (10 not restrict
ourselves to a curve which must exactly fit a sec-
ond-degree parabola. For example, take such a
formula as of a 3-months moving total of a
1 2-months moving total of the resuk of subtract-
ing a 1 6-months moving total of the data from a
4-months moving total of a 7-months moving total
of the data. 1'hiis formula contains 29 terms. That
the weight diagram is not 1)a1t1c1larly close to the
ideal form is not important. It falls 3 outside the
second-degree parabola y x2. It is fitted to 97
months of Call Money Rates in column 14 of the
table j' tppCn(lIX \'IIU'

This 29-term apI)rOXlTlately third-degree parabolic formula is
used in the study of interest rates and security to obtain a
graduation for long tune trend. For that pUrpose the formula was
a)plied to the Januaries, Mays and Septernbers of the 43-term
graduation. Intermediate values were read off a large scale chart on
which a smooth curve had been drawn through these values by means
of French curves. This procedure gave results quite accurate enough
for our purposes and, of course, involved comparatively little work.

See pages 26 and 27 and Figure 14. Chart I.
See column 14 of the table in Appcndi IV for the weights cal-

culated to 5 decimals.
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'Fhe fourth ob1ection to the use of formulas giv-
ing the mid ordinates of second-degree parabolas
fitted iw the method of least squares is that the
'cight diagrams do not lend themselves to easy

computation. Of course, this objection does not
hold against the parabolic summation formulas but
it holds in its fullness against Henderson's Ideal
formulas.

Before concluding this chapter, it is desirable
to draw the reader's attention to a relation be-
tween graduation by the mid ordinates of third-
degree paral)OlaS fitted by the method of least
squares and graduation by third-degree parabolic
tormulas having smooth weight diagrams.

In graduation by the mid ordinates of third-
degree parabolas fitted by the method of least
squares, the assumption is made that the devia-
tions of the data from the fitted paral)ola are given
equal weights. On this assumption, the sum of the
squares of the deviations is made a minimum.
Graduation by third-degree parabolic formulas
having smooth weight diagrams may be described
as graduation by the mid ordinates of third-degree
parabolas fitted by the method of least squares
when the various deviations of the data from the
fitted parabola are given certain weights. The Gum

of the squares of the deviations of the data from
the fitted parabolawhen these deviations are
given these specific weightsis made a minimum.
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For exam plc. i a t h!r(l-degrec parabola be fitted
tO 1 7 ConSecliti ye observations by the method of
least squares, and if the Seventeen deviations u
the data from tile curve be given the following

t i ç 6positive weights ,
, _I1' 3

--, 1, 1,

6 5 I 2

' 8' 3' 4' ii' 12' 39'
the niid ordinate of the parabola fitted by the
method of least squares viJ I he the same value as
obtained by applying Highiam's ' smoothing for-
flhhla to the data.

Graduation by Henderson's Idea I formula (see
page ç4) gives the same results as would be ob-
tained by graduation by the mid ordinate of a
third-degree paralM)la fitted to 2ni - 3 observa-
tions by tile method of least squares. if the weights,
assigned to the successive deviations, //L'msc/ve's
gave the suioutliest 1 1)ossible weight diagram. Tue
formula for tile relative weights assigned to tile
deviations in the case of Hen(Ierson's Ideal for-
mula, is

= { (m - l)2__ x2 J {m - I i(m + 1)2 2

I he total of the 2111 3 weights, of course, equals:

(in2 -- i) (m I) (4ni2 - 9)
1 Sec note i, page 133.
2 Conp;irc RuI,ert FIeII(IersoIl's Note on Grai/,izjjo,, by i1dju5te/Areraq'. iransactiojis of the Actuarial Society of America, Vol.XVII, p. 45.
Sum of the squares of the third differences a minimum.




